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Abstract. In the last years, argumentation theory has been exploited to reason about
norms, argue about enforced obligations and permissions, and establish the validity
of norms seen as argumentative claims. In this paper, we start from the dynamic
legal argumentation framework recently proposed by Prakken and Sartor, and we
extend their ASPIC-based system by introducing deontic modalities, to include also
normative concepts like factual and deontic detachment, and normative dynamics.
Properties of the original and proposed legal argumentation system are presented
and discussed, and related to deontic logic and logics of normative systems.
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1. Introduction

Norms regulate our everyday life, and are used to assess the conformance of our behav-
ior with respect to the regulations holding in specific contexts. Given the profound im-
portance of norms in our lives, it is fundamental to understand which norms are valid in
certain environments, how to interpret them, the legal conclusions of such norms, which
norms can be derived from the existing ones, etc. In order to understand norms, people
discuss about them to assess the validity or applicability of a certain norm subject to par-
ticular conditions, to derive the obligations and permissions to be enforced, or claim that
a certain normative conclusion cannot be derived from the existing regulations. Several
frameworks have been proposed for legal argumentation [3], but no comprehensive for-
mal model of legal reasoning from arguments has been proposed yet. In this paper, we
answer the research question: how to enrich legal argumentation with a formal account
of deontic modalities?

Prakken and Sartor [11] recently introduced a new instance of ASPIC+ [8] to capture
the inference schemes of arguments about norms like legislative and interpretative argu-
ments. More precisely, they define a so-called dynamic legal argumentation system as a
specification of ASPIC+ argumentation system, and a knowledge base K is a normative
system consisting of an input, which is composed of a set of literals, and a set of norms,
where each norm has the form L1∧ . . .∧Ln L where L1, . . . ,Ln,L are literals. However,
the introduced dynamic legal argumentation system has the following drawback: norms
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are expressed without using deontic operators for specifying obligations, permissions
and prohibitions, as remarked by the authors themselves in their future perspectives. As
a consequence, normative concepts like deontic detachment and the equivalence of nor-
mative systems are not considered, the system is not related to deontic logic or logics of
normative systems, and no properties of the framework are provided. In this paper, we
address these issues by extending the dynamic legal argumentation system of Prakken
and Sartor [11] with deontic modalities, adopting the input/output logic methodology [6]
for the analysis. We study how this extended dynamic legal argumentation system is re-
lated to deontic logic, and we formalize how to change the system to obtain alternative
ways to reason with norms.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study the logical
properties of the static core legal argumentation system [11] with respect to the deontic
modalities we introduce, and we analyze it by reformulating it in a normative perspec-
tive. Section 3 introduces the notion of attack and shows how to verify norms’ equiva-
lence in our system. Section 4 introduces deontic modalities for obligation and permis-
sion in the system, and Section 5 extends Prakken and Sartor dynamic legal argumenta-
tion framework with modalities. Finally, further normative concepts are introduced and
discussed, and a comparison with Prakken and Sartor system is addressed. A running
example illustrates all new concepts.

2. The Prakken-Sartor (PS) system: unconstrained

We first adapt the definition of dynamic legal argumentation system of Prakken and Sar-
tor [11]. To facilitate our formal analysis, we give only a core static propositional frag-
ment in this section. Moreover, for our analysis we define all the notions like inference
rules and arguments as expressions or sentences, that is, as sequences of symbols.

Definition 1 (LAS-PS) Given a set of propositional atoms. The literals, norms and legal
language are given by the following BNF.

L ::= P | ¬P with P in propositional atoms
N ::= L∧ . . .∧L L
α ::= L | N

A Legal Argumentation System (LAS) is a tuple 〈L ,−,R〉where L is the legal language
of all sentences α , − : L → 2L is a function given by −(P) = {¬P}, −(¬P) = {P}
and −(N) = /0, and R contains the following expressions for inference rules Defeasible
Modus Ponens (DMP), one rule for each possible norm φ1∧ . . .∧φn ψ that variable
N may assume.

DMP: φ1, . . . ,φn,φ1∧ . . .∧φn ψ ⇒ ψ;

In order to illustrate our legal argumentation framework, we adapt the running ex-
ample discussed by Prakken and Sartor [11].

Example 1 (Running example concerning smoking regulations) Let the set of propo-
sitional atoms be {a,b,c,d,e, f}. LAS is a legal argumentation system 〈L ,−,R〉, as
given in Definition 1 for this set of propositional atoms.

• Propositional atoms P ::= a|b|c|d|e| f where
∗ a: “people want to smoke in a closed space,”



∗ b: “the public place has special designated areas for smoking,”
∗ c: “people need to smoke cannabis on medical grounds,”
∗ d: “people are forbidden from smoking cannabis and tobacco in public

places,”
∗ e: “cannabis is allowed for medical treatment,”
∗ f : “people are permitted to smoke cannabis in recreational cannabis estab-

lishments.”
• Literals L ::= a|¬a|b|¬b|c|¬c|d|¬d|e|¬e| f |¬ f ;
• Norms N ::= a  a|a  b|a  c|a  d|a  e|a  f |a∧¬c  d|a∧ c  d|
¬a∧ c d|¬a∧¬c d| . . . is the set of all possible norms built from L;

• Legal language L contains all sentences α that variables L and N may assume;
• −: −(a) = {¬a}, −(¬a) = {a}, −(b) = {¬b}, −(¬b) = {b}, −(c) = {¬c},
−(¬c) = {c}, −(d) = {¬d}, −(¬d) = {d}, −(e) = {¬e}, −(¬e) = {e}, −( f ) =
{¬ f}, −(¬ f ) = { f};

• Rcontains expressions for inference rules DMP, like for instance:
∗ a,a b⇒ b; a,¬c,a∧¬c d⇒ d; . . .

Prakken and Sartor [11] follow Modgil and Prakken [8] and do not consider a model
theoretic semantics for this language. Instead, they define a set of arguments.

Definition 2 (LAS PS arguments) A knowledge base K is a set of sentences of L . The
set of arguments A on the basis of a knowledge base K in a legal argumentation system
LAS is called Arg(LAS,K) and is the smallest set of expressions containing K and closed
under the following rule:

if A1, . . . ,An ⊆ Arg(LAS,K) and concl(A1), . . . ,concl(An) ⇒ L ∈ R then
(A1, . . . ,An⇒ L) ∈ Arg(LAS,K),
where concl(A) is defined by concl(α) = α and concl(A1, . . . ,An ⇒ L) = L. We may
leave out the brackets if there is no risk of confusion.

To study this notion of norm-based argument, we define consequence by considering
only the conclusions of the arguments, in other words, by abstracting away the explicit
arguments. Following input/output logic conventions, we call the consequences the un-
constrained output, or Out. Note that at this stage we do not introduce an attack relation
on arguments yet: this choice is part of the formal machinery here (like in other formal
approaches, e.g., adaptive logic [2], or explanatory non-monotonic reasoning [4]) where
the unconstrained is distinguished from the constrained output.

Definition 3 (Output PS) Out(LAS,K) = {concl(A) | A ∈ Arg(LAS,K)}.

Example 2 (Continued) Consider now K1 = {a,b,c,e,a ∧ b  ¬d,c ∧ ¬d ∧ e  f}
where the norms state that

• if people want to smoke in a closed space and the public place has smoking special
secluded areas, then people are not forbidden from smoking cannabis and tobacco
in public places;

• if people need to smoke cannabis on medical grounds and it is not forbidden
from smoking cannabis and tobacco in public places and cannabis is allowed for
medical treatment, then people are permitted to smoke cannabis in recreational
cannabis establishments;



Arguments (i.e., including the elements of K as the literals and the norms) can be con-
structed combining DMP inference rules as follows:

• A1 : a,b,a∧b ¬d⇒¬d;
• A2 : c,(a,b,a∧b ¬d⇒¬d),e,c∧¬d∧ e f ⇒ f .

The latter is often presented in ASPIC+ as A′2 below. However, in our presentation, ar-
guments are expressions and A1 is not part of our language, and thus not part of the
argument.

• A′2 : c,A1,e,c∧¬d∧ e f ⇒ f .
From arguments A1 and A2, we have that concl(A1) = ¬d and concl(A2) = f . We con-
clude that Out(LAS,K1) = {a,b,c,¬d,e, f ,a∧b ¬d,c∧¬d∧ e f}.

We now introduce the logical properties of the framework, not given by Prakken and
Sartor. We use a proof system with expressions K ∴ L to be read as: L can be derived
from K. The proof system contains four rules, called Identity (ID), Strengthening of
the input (SI), Factual Detachment (FD), and Deontic Detachment (DD). The former
is sometimes called Monotony (Mon), and the latter two are sometimes called Modus
Ponens (MP) Cumulative Transitivity (CT). The notion of consequence is called simple-
minded reusable throughput or out+3 by Makinson and van der Torre [6]. Strengthening
of the input reflects that we consider unconstrained output only.

Definition 4 (Derivations PS) der(LAS) is the smallest set of expressions K ∴ L closed
under the following four rules.
ID: {L} ∴ L for a literal L
SI: from K ∴ L derive K∪K′ ∴ L
FD: {L1, . . . ,Ln,L1∧ . . .∧Ln L} ∴ L for a norm L1∧ . . .∧Ln L
DD: from K ∴ Li for 1≤ i≤ n and K∪{L1 . . . ,Ln} ∴ L derive K ∴ L

Theorem 1 shows the close relation between arguments and derivations in a deontic
logic or a logic of normative systems. This is not surprising, as the similarity is quite
clear from the structure of arguments. However, making the relation precise by framing
the legal argument system into an input/output logic highlights two properties, which
we give as corollaries. These two properties lead to the definition of variants later in
Section 4 of this paper. Moreover, Theorem 1 will be the basis for Theorem 2 of this
paper, relating argumentation semantics and constrained output operations.

Theorem 1 (Characterization PS) K ∴ L ∈ der(LAS) iff L ∈ Out(LAS,K).
Proof. (sketch) The proof is not complicated, but it may be unusual for readers not fa-
miliar with input/output logic methodology. We therefore give some details.

Soundness: If K ∴ L ∈ der(LAS), then L ∈ Out(LAS,K). First we show that each
rule is sound, which is immediate.
ID: L ∈ Out(LAS,L) due to inclusion of L in Arg(LAS,{L}).
SI: Assume K ∴ L. So there is an argument A using some of the premises of K, which

has conclusion L. This argument A can also be built from K∪K′. Thus K∪K′ ∴ L
FD: Assume a knowledge base K = {L1, . . . ,Ln,L1 ∧ . . .∧Ln  L}. Then we have that

A = L1, . . . ,Ln,L1 ∧ . . .∧Ln L⇒ L ∈ Arg(LAS,K), and thus we also have that
L = concl(A) ∈ Out(LAS,K).



DD: Assume Li ∈Out(LAS,K) and L ∈Out(LAS,K∪{L1, . . . ,Ln}). In the argument for
L, replace all occurrence of Li by the argument for Li. This gives an argument for
L, i.e., L ∈ Out(LAS,K).

Soundness follows by induction on the structure of the derivation.
Completeness: If L∈Out(LAS,K), then K ∴ L ∈ der(LAS). The proof is by construction.
Assume L ∈ Out(LAS,K). In case the argument does not use a norm, we can directly
derive it using ID. Otherwise, the argument makes use of a set of norms. Now consider
the following derivation. Use FD and SI to strengthen these norms L1, . . . ,Ln  L to
K∪{L1, . . . ,Ln} ∴ L. Then combine them using DD, using the structure of the argument.

The theorem highlights a drawback of the legal argumentation system of Prakken
and Sartor: simple-minded reusable throughput is often adopted for default logics and
logic programs, but rarely for normative reasoning. Note that though it is unconstrained
output, we can not derive p from {q p,r,¬r}, i.e., we do not have explosion. The
following two corollaries highlight the drawbacks.

Corollary 1 (Reasoning by cases) The system does not satisfy reasoning by cases, e.g.
from K = {a x,¬a x} we cannot derive x. This is reflected in the proof system by
the lack of the disjunction rule: OR: from K∪{P} ∴ L and K∪{¬P} ∴ L derive K ∴ L.

Corollary 1 highlights an open problem: How to introduce reasoning by cases in
the PS system? At first sight, it may seem that we can close the norms under disjunc-
tion. This, however, does not work, as we cannot derive x from the knowledge base
K = {a p, p x,¬a x}. We leave this problem for future research.

Corollary 2 (Throughput) The system satisfies throughput, that is, if L ∈ K then we
have L ∈ Out(AS,K).

Corollary 2 highlights a second open problem: how to prevent that facts are oblig-
atory? This is sometimes called the Is-Ought problem in deontic logic and normative
reasoning. In the running example, this issue is dealt with by introducing special propo-
sitions read like an obligation. Prakken and Sartor explicitly mention this problem as
future work to be addressed, and they suggest that a modal operator may be introduced.
We consider this alternative in Section 4 in this paper.

3. The PS system: constrained

To establish our results with constrained input/output logic, we consider only rebut, not
undercut (which needs names of norms and rules). Moreover, we do not consider defea-
sible knowledge and undermining. So the only attack is the attack of an argument with
an opposite literal. This is obviously a very simple notion of attack which is of little use
in most applications, but it useful to establish the relation with logical approaches.

Definition 5 (Attack PS) The set of sub-arguments of argument B is the smallest set
containing B that is closed under the rule: if A1, . . . ,An⇒ L is a sub-argument of B, then
also A1, . . . , An are sub-arguments of B.

A attacks B iff B 6∈ K and there is a sub-argument B′ of B such that concl(A) ∈
−(concl(B′)). We write attack(LAS,K) for the set of all attacks among Arg(LAS,K).



No argument can attack a norm, so in this static system, all norms of the knowl-
edge base are accepted. A semantics associates sets of extensions with an argumentation
framework, where each extension consists of a set of arguments. For each extension, the
output consists of the set of conclusions of the arguments, as for Out before. A semantics
thus gives us a set of sets of conclusions, which we call an Outfamily.

Definition 6 (Outfamily PS) An extension is a set of arguments, and an argumentation
semantics sem(arg,attack) is a function that takes as input a set of arguments and a
binary attack relation among the arguments, and as output a set of extensions.

Outfamily(K,sem) = {{concl(A) | A ∈ S} | S ∈ sem(arg(AS,K),attack(AS,K))}.

Constrained output can be defined as an iterative procedure. Def. 7 presents a com-
mon construction, where each extension corresponds to an order in which norms are
applied.

Definition 7 (Outf) Let ≥ be a total order (i.e., transitive, irreflexive and connected) on
the norms KN . For a set of formulas S⊆L , let AN(S,KN)⊆KN be the set of (applicable)
norms such that L1, . . . ,Ln ∈ S, L 6∈ S and −(L) 6∈ S, and let o(S,KN ,≥) = {L} be the
consequent of the maximal (applicable) norm L1∧Ln→ L of N(S,KN) in the total order
≥ if AN(S,KN) is nonempty, o(S,KN ,≥) = /0 otherwise.

E(K,≥) = ∪i=0...∞Ei, where E0 = KL and Ei+1 = Ei∪o(S,KN ,≥).
Outf(K) = {E(K,≥) |≥ is a total preorder on KN}

Due to space limitations, we do not repeat the well known definitions of argumenta-
tion semantics, and the proof of Theorem 2 is omitted.

Theorem 2 (Characterization PS) Outfamily(K,sem) = Outf(K) for sem is stable.

Finally, we observe that also other definitions of outfamily can be given. Definition 8
below defines constrained output in input/output logic framework, which is inspired by
maximal consistent set constructions in belief revision and non-monotonic reasoning.
Maxf takes the maximal sets of norms of K such that the output of K is consistent, and
Outf takes the output of these maximal norm sets. In Definition 8, by consistent we mean
that it does not contain any complementary pair of literals. Defining an attack relation to
correspond to this Outfamily is left as further work.

Definition 8 (Outf IOL) Let K = KL∪KN consist of literals KL and norms KN .
Conf(K) = {N ⊆ KN | Out(KL∪N)consistent}
Maxf(K) = {N ⊆ KN | N maximal w.r.t. ⊆ in Conf(K)}
OutfIOL(K) = {Out(KL∪N) | N ∈Maxf(K)}

4. Introducing obligations

We add an additional modal operator O to the language. All norms are of the form
L1∧ . . .∧Ln L, as before, or L1∧ . . .∧Ln OL. The body contains simple literals and
the head contains either a literal or an obligation.



4.1. Without identity

In this section we redefine the concepts or LAS, Out, der, etc. As there is no risk for
confusion, we refer to them with the same names as in the previous sections.

Definition 9 (LAS O) Given a set of propositional atoms. The literals, norms and legal
language L are given by the following BNF.

L ::= P | ¬P with P in propositional atoms
M ::= L | OL
N ::= L∧ . . .∧L OL
α ::= L | N

A Legal Argumentation System with Obligations (LAS-O) is as in Definition 1, where the
− function is extended to obligations: −(OL) = O− (L).

The definition of arguments is adapted in the obvious way. In the output, we now
consider only the obligatory propositions. Note that, in this paper, we adopt input/output
logic as methodology to analyze deontic logics. To classify a deontic logic, we relate
what is the case to what is obliged to be the case. This relation is not based on a modal
operator, but on purely factual sentences. If a factual sentence is in the input we interpret
it as a fact, and when it is in the output it is interpreted as an obligation. Thus, it is the
position which determines whether a sentence is factual or obligatory.

Definition 10 (Output O) Out(LAS-O,K) = {L | A ∈ Arg(LAS-O,K),concl(A) = OL}.

Example 3 Let us consider that LAS-O is defined as follows:
• Propositional atoms P ::= a|b|c|d|e where

∗ a: “the person wants to smoke in a closed space,”
∗ b: “the person is in a private space,”
∗ c: “the person needs to smoke on medical grounds,”
∗ d: “the person is forbidden from smoking,”
∗ e: “use electronic cigarettes.”

• Literals L ::= a|¬a|b|¬b|c|¬c|d|¬d|e|¬e;
• M ::= a|¬a|b|¬b|c|¬c|d|¬d|e|¬e|Oa|O¬a|Ob|O¬b|Oc|O¬c|Od|O¬d|Oe|O¬e
• N ::= a a|a b|a c|a d|a e|a∧¬c d|a∧c d|a∧¬c Od|a∧c 

Od| . . . is the set of all possible norms built from L;
• L contains all sentences α that variables L and N may assume;
• Function −: −(a) = {¬a}, −(¬a) = {a}, −(Oa) = {O¬a}, −(b) = {¬b},
−(¬b) = {b}, −(Ob) = {O¬b)}, −(c) = {¬c}, −(¬c) = {c}, −(Oc) = {O¬c},
−(d) = {¬d}, −(¬d) = {d}, −(Od) = {O¬d)}, −(e) = {¬e}, −(¬e) = {e},
−(Oe) = {O¬e};

• Rcontains expressions for inference rules like for instance:
∗ a,a b⇒ b;
∗ a,¬c,a∧¬c d⇒ Od;

Consider now the knowledge base K2 = {a,¬b,¬c,
a∧¬c d,a∧b ¬d,c ¬d,a∧d Oe} where the norms state that

• if the person is in a closed space and she does not need to smoke on medical
grounds, then the person is forbidden from smoking;



• if the person wants to smoke in a closed space and she is in a private space, then
the person is not forbidden from smoking;

• if the person needs to smoke on medical grounds, then she is not forbidden from
smoking;

• if the person wants to smoke in a closed space and she is forbidden from smoking,
then it is obligatory to use electronic cigarettes;

We can construct the following arguments (in addition to arguments containing a
single element of K):

• A1 : a,¬c,a∧¬c d⇒ d;
• A2 : a,(a,¬c,a∧¬c d⇒ d),a∧d Oe⇒ Oe;
We have that concl(A1) = d and concl(A2) = Oe, and we conclude Out(LAS-

O,K2) = {e} i.e., it is obligatory to use electronic cigarettes.

The constrained version can be defined analogously. The proof system contains three
rules, Strengthening of the Input (SI), Factual Detachment (FD) and a kind of contraction
(C). The notion of consequence is called simple-minded output or out1 in [6].

Definition 11 (Derivations O) der(LAS-O) is the smallest set of expressions K ∴ L
closed under the following three rules.
SI: from K ∴ L derive K∪K′ ∴ L
FD: {L1, . . . ,Ln,L1∧ . . .∧Ln OL} ∴ L for a norm L1∧ . . .∧Ln OL
C: from K∪{L1 . . . ,Ln,L1∧ . . .∧Ln L,L} ∴ L′ derive K∪{L1 . . . ,Ln,L1∧ . . .∧Ln 

L} ∴ L′

Theorem 3 (Characterization O) K ∴ L ∈ der(LAS-O) iff L ∈ Out(LAS-O,K).
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 1. Soundness is straightforward to check, and
completeness is again by construction.

Corollary 3 (Deontic detachment) The system does not satisfy deontic detachment, e.g.
from K = {a,a Ob,b Oc} we cannot derive Oc. This is reflected in the proof system
by the lack of the DD rule.

We have thus succeeded in blocking the ID rule, but as a consequence we have also
lost the DD rule. It is a topic of ongoing debate whether the DD rule can be used in deon-
tic logic. Some people argued that we cannot accept it, not even in a defeasible deontic
logic, whereas others have argued that we cannot do without it. To use the legal argu-
mentation system to contribute to this debate, we need to represent it first. The following
definition does so, by adapting the argumentation system.

4.2. Re-introducing deontic detachment

In this section, we redefine again the concepts or LAS, Out, der, etc., referring to them
with the same names as in the previous sections.

Definition 12 (LAS O+DD) Given a set of propositional atoms. The literals, norms and
legal language are given by the following BNF.

L ::= P | ¬P with P in propositional atoms
M ::= L | OL



N ::= L∧ . . .∧L M
α ::= L | N

A Legal Argumentation System (LAS) is a tuple 〈L ,−,R〉where L is the legal language
of all sentences α ,− : L → 2L is a function given by−(P) = {¬P},−(¬P) = {P} and
−(N) = /0, and R contains the single inference rule Defeasible Modus Ponens (DMP),
where we have either φi = φ ′i or φi = Oφ ′i .

DMP: φ1, . . . ,φn,(φ
′
1∧ . . .∧φ ′n ψ)⇒ ψ;

Definition 13 (Derivations O+DD) der(LAS) is the smallest set of expressions K ∴ L
closed under the following four rules.
SI: from K ∴ L derive K∪K′ ∴ L
FD: {L1, . . . ,Ln,L1∧ . . .∧Ln L} ∴ L for a norm L1∧ . . .∧Ln L
C: from K∪{L1 . . . ,Ln,L1∧ . . .∧Ln L,L} ∴ L′ derive K∪{L1 . . . ,Ln,L1∧ . . .∧Ln 

L} ∴ L′

DD: from K ∴ Li for 1≤ i≤ n and K∪{L1 . . . ,Ln} ∴ L derive K ∴ L

Theorem 4 (Characterization O+DD) K ∴ L ∈ der(LAS) iff L ∈ Out(LAS,K).
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 1. Soundness is straightforward to check, and
completeness is again by construction.

4.3. Permissions

For permissive norms, we add norms of the form L1∧ . . .∧Ln ¬OL.

Definition 14 (LAS OP) Given a set of propositional atoms. The literals, norms and
legal language are given by the following BNF.

L ::= P | ¬P with P in propositional atoms
M ::= L | OL | ¬OL
N ::= L∧ . . .∧L M
α ::= L | N

A Legal Argumentation System (LAS) is as defined before, extending the function − also
to permissions, −(¬OL) = {OL},−(OL) = {O− (L),¬OL}.

Definition 15 (Permission) Perm(LAS,K) = {L | A ∈ Arg(LAS,K),concl(A) = ¬OL}

Example 4 Let us consider LAS such that:
• Propositional atoms P ::= a|b|c|d|e| f where a,b,c,e are as in Example 1, and

∗ d: “smoke cannabis and tobacco in public places,”
∗ f : “smoke cannabis in cannabis establishments.”

• Literals L ::= a|¬a|b|¬b|c|¬c|d|¬d|e|¬e| f |¬ f ;
• M ::= a|¬a|b|¬b|c|¬c|d|¬d|e|¬e|Oa|O¬a|¬Oa|Ob|O¬b|¬Ob|Oc|O¬c|¬Oc|Od
|O¬d|¬Od|Oe|O¬e|¬Oe|O f |O¬ f |¬O f

• N ::= a a|a b|a c|a d|a e|a f |a∧¬c d|a∧ c d|a∧¬c 
Od|a∧ c Od|a∧ c ¬Od| . . . is the set of all possible norms built from L;

• L contains all sentences α that variables L and N may assume;
• Function −: −(a) = {¬a}, −(¬a) = {a}, −(Oa) = {O¬a}, −(b) = {¬b},
−(¬b) = {b}, −(Ob) = {O¬b}, −(c) = {¬c}, −(¬c) = {c}, −(Oc) = {O¬c},
−(d) = {¬d}, −(¬d) = {d}, −(Od) = {O¬d}, −(e) = {¬e}, −(¬e) = {e},
−(Oe) = {O¬e}, −( f ) = {¬ f}, −(¬ f ) = { f}, −(O f ) = {O¬ f};



• Rcontains inference rules like for instance:
∗ a,a b⇒ b;
∗ a,¬c,a∧¬c d⇒ Od;
∗ a,¬c,a∧¬c d⇒¬Od

Consider now the knowledge base K3 = {a,¬b,c,e,a∧¬b O¬d,c∧ e ¬O f}
where the norms state that

• if people want to smoke in a closed space (a) and the public place has not smoking
special secluded areas (¬b), then smoking cannabis and tobacco in public places
is forbidden (i.e., it is obligatory not to smoke cannabis and tobacco in public
places (O¬d));

• if people need to smoke cannabis on medical grounds (c) and cannabis is allowed
for medical treatment (e), then smoking cannabis in cannabis establishments is
permitted (¬O f );

We can construct the following arguments:
• A1 : a,¬b,a∧¬b O¬d⇒ O¬d;
• A2 : c,e,c∧ e ¬O f ⇒¬O f ;

We have that concl(A1) = O¬d and concl(A2) = ¬O f . We conclude
Perm(LAS,K3) = { f}, i.e., smoking cannabis in cannabis establishments is permitted.

They behave like positive strong permissions in the classification of Makinson and
van der Torre [7]. We can also include the obligations among the strong permissions. We
leave the formal analysis for future research.

5. Dynamic legal systems

In this section, we illustrate how our definitions can be extended to the full ASPIC sys-
tem, directly building on the work of Prakken and Sartor, where the set of norms is dy-
namic. We extend their system with the modal operator as before, and we illustrate it
with an example. A formal analysis is left for future research.

Definition 16 (Terms, literals and norms) Given four disjoint sets for variables, con-
stants, functions including monadic function DMP, and predicate symbols, including bi-
nary predicate = for equality, and monadic Valid and Applicable, and natural number
for each element of functions and predicates representing their arity.

τ ::= x | c | f (τ, . . . ,τ) |N(φ) where x in variables, c in constants, and f in functions
and number of arguments corresponding to the arity of f .

L ::= P(τ, . . . ,τ) | ¬P(τ, . . . ,τ) with P in predicates and number of arguments cor-
responding to the arity of P

M = L | OL | ¬OL
φ ::= ∀(M∧ . . .∧M M)
α ::= M | φ

We add an inference rule for equality (it is not completely clear to us how this is
dealt with in the Prakken and Sartor system, maybe it is supposed to work as a silent rule
in the background). For the remainder of the definitions, see Prakken and Sartor [11].

Definition 17 R = Rs∪Rd is the set of inference rules, both strict (Rs) and defeasible
(Rs), of the form φ1, . . . ,φn→ φ and φ1, . . . ,φn⇒ φ respectively. R consists of:



• Equality: From φ ∧ τ = τ ′ → φ [τ/τ ′], where [τ/τ ′] is a uniform substitution of
expressions τ with expressions τ ′

• Validity: Valid(N(φ))→ φ where N(φ) is the name of norm φ ;
• Instantiation: ∀(φ  ψ)→ (φ  ψ)[x1/t1, . . . , tn], where [x1/t1, . . . , tn] is a sub-

stitution of variables x1, . . . ,xn with ground terms t1, . . . , tn;
• Defeasible modus ponens (DMP): φ1, . . . ,φn,(φ1∧ . . .∧φn ψ)⇒ ψ;
• Undercutting: ¬Applicable(w)→ ¬DMP(w) where w is the name of norm φ1 ∧
. . .∧φn ψ and DMP(w) is the name of the DMP inference rule φ1, . . .φn,φ1 ∧
. . .∧φn ψ ⇒ ψ;

Example 5 We have the following predicates: ICS(x): “x is in a closed space”,
IMPS(x): “x is in a private space”, NSMG(x): “x needs to smoke on medical grounds”,
EP(z): “Parliament enacts norm z”, BS(x): “x is a burning substance”, FIE(x,y): “x
inhales or exhales y”. Prakken and Sartor include also predicate FFS(s): “x is forbid-
den from smoking”. As we introduce operator O, we model prohibitions by adding the
following predicate: O¬SM(x) “it is obligatory for x to not smoke”, i.e., x is forbidden
from smoking. K, built according to Definition 16, is as follows (the first four premises
give names for the norms): N(EP(w) Valid(w)) = C0; N(ICS(x) O¬SM(x)) =
C1; N(IMPS(x)  ¬(Applicable(C1(x))) = C2; N(NSMG(x)  ¬O¬SM(x)) = C3;
Valid(C0); EP(C1); EP(C2); EP(C3); ICS(John); ICS(Mary); ICS(Tom); NSMG(Mary);
IMPS(Tom). As in [11], norm C0 is valid (factual premise), norms C1, C2 and C3 have
been enacted by the Parliament, and agents John, Mary and Tom are in a closed space,
while Mary needs to smoke on medical grounds and Tom is in a private space.

Consider the application of the inference schemes in Definition 17. As norm C0 is
valid, then we can conclude that all norms enacted by the Parliament are valid, thus
norms C1, C2 and C3 are valid. As a consequence, we can conclude that ∀(x)(ICS(x) 
O¬SM(x)), according to inference rule Valid(C1) → ∀(ICS(x)  O¬SM(x)). Fur-
ther conclusions could be ∀(x)(IMPS(x)  ¬(Applicable(C1(x))), according to in-
ference rule Valid(C2)→ ∀(MPS(x) ¬(Applicable(C1(x))), and ∀(x)(NSMG(x) 
¬O¬SM(x)), according to inference rule Valid(C3)→∀(NSMG(x) ¬O¬SM(x)). The
instantiation scheme allows to derive instances of the general norms. We have that norm
C1 is used to derive the instantiated norm ICS(John) O¬SM(John) meaning that John
is obliged not to smoke as he is in a closed space. in particular, this conclusion is driven
by the DMP scheme that allows to apply the instantiated norms we have obtained, e.g.,
from DMP rule ICS(John), ICS(John) O¬SM(John)⇒ O¬SM(John) we can con-
clude that O¬SM(John). Finally, the undercutting scheme links the inapplicability of
a norm and the inapplicability of the corresponding DMP rule, e.g., from IMPS(Tom)
and IMPS(Tom) ¬(Applicable(C1(Tom)) we conclude that DPM rule on C1 stating
ICS(Tom), ICS(Tom) O¬SM(Tom)⇒ O¬SM(Tom) is not applicable to Tom.

6. Conclusions

Prakken and Sartor system [11] is defined as a tuple S = 〈L ,−,R,n〉 where L is a
logical language including symbols for predicates, functions, constants and variables, =
for equality, ¬ for negation and  for normative conditionals, and the universal quan-
tifier ∀, R is the set of inference rules, and n is the naming convention. A norm has



the form ∀(L1 ∧ . . .∧ Ln  L), where L1, . . . ,Ln are literals. In particular, they define
inference schemes for validity (Valid(N(φ))→ φ ), and applicability (i.e., undercutting,
¬Applicable(w)→¬DMP(w)). As future direction, the authors foster the extension of
the framework by enriching the logical language with a formal account of modalities
such as obligation. This is the issue we addressed in this paper. We extend their system
with deontic modalities. The framework allows to reason over normative concepts like
factual and deontic detachment, and to assess norms’ equivalence. The properties of our
framework are proved, and new concepts are illustrated by a running example.

The main technical contribution is to give a formal analysis, and a bridge to in-
put/output logic, enabling a fruitful bridge. Compared to other input/output logics, we
do not have weakening of the output or aggregation of obligations due to the clausal
language. Comparison with prioritized input/output logics is a topic for future research.
Compared to abstract normative systems [12], we have not only norms L1 L2, but also
rules with multiple literals in the body. To compare with other deontic logics we can de-
fine the inference relation in terms of consequence sets as usual (K |= φ iff φ ∈Out(K)).

Other frameworks for legal argumentation have been proposed like, among oth-
ers, [9,1,5,10], but all of them concentrate on specific problems of reasoning with legal
arguments, whilst the aim of our framework and of Prakken and Sartor as well is to in-
tegrate various aspects so far addressed separately towards a logic comprehensive model
of dynamic legal argumentation.

Several future directions are planned. First, the introduction of deontic operators in
the dynamic legal argumentation system allows us to extend it to capture further nor-
mative reasoning issues, like violations. Second, we will explore preferences in LAS as
defined in ASPIC, and we will study how it relates to discussions on prioritized norms
in defeasible deontic logic. Third, the challenge is to represent also aggregative deontic
detachment, considering the generation of aggregative deontic conclusions.
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